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 State of Hawaii ESF04 requests Burn Area Emergency Response (BAER) team

 In support of the State of Hawaii and as directed by and in coordination with FEMA, the US Forest Service will provide support in Burned Area
 Response. This will include resource specialists, team leaders, and support staff.
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Additional Statement of Work
 These specialists will lead assessment teams on each fire, train, and coordinate specific resource area groups on each team to ensure the mission is
 accomplished safely and provides the information needed for the next phase of recovery.

 USFS support will include but is not limited to:
 - Size up burned areas and plan assessment by resource area
 - Train assessment team specialists
 - Coordinate logistics and methodologies for all assessment team specialists
 - Oversee/advise assessments, analysis, and reporting
 ADDITIONAL NOTES from FEMA:
 MA task orders (MATOs) may be issued by FEMA for specific requirements, personnel, location(s), date(s), and duration of assignment(s). Agencies
 will be reimbursed for all eligible expenses pursuant to 44 CFR. Supporting documentation is required for reimbursement.

 All equipment and supply purchases must be coordinated with FEMA. If approved, documentation is necessary to ensure reimbursement.

 Activation of agency command center(s), if required, must be coordinated with FEMA as a separate MA.

 The mission assigned agency is responsible for ensuring that all activity is properly authorized, goods are received, services are provided, and that
 costs are reasonable and
  supported by documentation maintained by the respective agency
 MAs shall be considered for closure after 180 days with no financial activity in accordance with FEMA CFO Bulletin #157. For MAs still
 operationally open, requests for additional obligations may be withheld if no invoicing, ULO Validation, or additional justification has been
 provided.
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